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Capitalism needs imbalance or something other than itself, according to Williamson. In her  “Woman is an island” essay, she illustrates how difference and otherness is represented in mass culture, naming “woman” as the main vehicle for this representation (p. 101). She explains that Western political, social and economic life is based on “values of competition and profit, producing lack of control, lack of choice and alienation” (p. 106). However, in order for Western society to offer an image of freedom and fulfillment, it claims a different set of values in its private and family life (caring, sharing, freedom, choice, personal development), values regarded as “entirely inappropriate for the sphere of political, social and economic life” (p. 106). Williamson calls women the “guardians of personal life” and says that as long as women are carrying the non-exploitive values individually then they do not have to be put into operation socially — hence the title of the article (p. 110). 

Williamson explains that economically Western society needs the Other even as it seeks to eliminate it. Similar to women, the rest of the world is represented as “completely different from the fast pace of Western ‘culture’ yet apparently easily packaged by it nonetheless” (p. 112). So, women and various systems of production (colonial, feudal) are first suppressed by Capitalism and then incorporated into its ideological values.  

“Difference”, one of Williamson’s main points of discussion, appears as a form of validation in liberal democracies. She points out that Western society prides itself on displaying as much diversity as possible while eliminating anything that is different. She says we live in carefully divided spheres and although these spheres may overlap it is “difference that makes meaning possible” (p. 103).

In our Western capitalist culture, differentiation is a necessity. The bottom line demands it, clients ask for it, graphic designers do it. The ability to differentiate a product, service or company is a designer’s source of pride and bread and butter. Clients charge graphic designers every day with the task of making products and services unique, attractive, impactful. If the designers meet their task with creativity, intelligence and wit, good fortune awaits. Gratitude from the client, a check from the CFO and awards from the design press; sounds golden. 

But the road to hell is paved with good intentions (and gold). The typical designer relishes in the notion that they’ve done good work, hopefully for a well-minded client. Is that true? According to Williamson, “different systems of production are suppressed by capitalism and then incorporated in its imagery and ideological values: as otherness, old-fashioned, charming, exotic, natural, primitive, universal” (p. 112). Her sample adjectives share a scary similarity to the lists of descriptors often found in a client’s creative brief. The one that says, “Our product is authentic, natural, exotic. We need the design to represent these qualities.” To follow through on this type of brief is a common project for a designer. But Williamson’s quote begs the question: each time a project completes, does a culture go instinct? Are designers perpetuating an exploitive, assimilating ideology that sacrifices the innocent for the folly of the masses? Are designers simply the ignorant, menacing thugs carrying out capitalism’s dirty work? 

